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Thegoal of this bonus lecture is to present the same
construction of irreducible representations of Sn lover an

algebraically closed field of characteristic e butusing
a different language

1 Idempotent a left ideals generatedby them

Let A be an associative algebra over F Anelement

E e A is called an idempotent if Ee For anidempotente we consider the left ideal DecA We want to

investigate Ae as an A module First some motivating
examples

A



Examples 1 Let A Matn S where S is a skew

field Let E E a matrix unit Then De S the

module of column vectors

2 Let H be a finitegroup and U be its tdimensional

representation Let X H 5163bethe corresponding

group
homomorphism Suppose char At 1111
Set A FH and let eueA be given by

Eu Ey ath
It follows that gensXlgle tget In particular

Ae SU

2 Newsuppose H is a subgroup ofG so that Ftl
is a subalgebra of FC We can view the idempotent

Eve FH as an element of FG We want to describe

FC Eu a representation of C we claim that itgets
identifiedwith IndiU Indeed India by definition is

Ife
Fun GAll fight Ahifig t gelheti If we



identify fun GFl w FG ly sending Sg to g AgeG

India c fun GF is identified w FC e exercise

Finally we describe the space of homomorphisms from a

module of the form Ae to an arbitrarymodule

Lemme Let EeA be an idempotent M be an A

moduleThen Hemp De Vl I EV via q to peel
Proof

Note that pie e EV playlet eyed Thisgives
e map

Hom IdeV EV For a e eV define guide
V via Gulbl Gu Tocheck that thesemaps are

mutually inverse is an exercise

2 Young symmetrizers classifications ofirreducible forSn
We want to realize the irreducible representation Vy
where X is e partition of n as FSale for a suitable

idempotent exe In f is alg closed char F e



We fill the diagram I w numbers from A to n by

putting 9 in the 1st row Apd did in the second

row etc E.g ITI As in Lec 16 consider the subgroup
SacSn consisting of all GeSn preserving the subsets

of elements in the rows Also consider the subgroup St
consisting of all eeSn that preserves the subsets of
elements corresponding to columns for 7 13,217 as above
these subsets are 94,63 2,53 33 Note that S MSE
e and that S is conjugate t Sat
Let ax denote the idempotent in Sy corresponding

to the trivial representation as Esp And let
6 be the idempotent in Si corresponding to the sign
representation beEyEes sgh lot
In thenotation from Lec 16

5Snlex It Asn Gf Is
Recall Main Claim ofLec96 that dimHems III Ix

P By Lemma in Sect dim axleSnlby1
Consider the element Cyaybyeay 5Sully It's e

H



Lemma Cincy for Me F 110
Proof Ci a baybyeay Fsu ly The space is 1dimensionaland Gte So Cisney for some ne f Weneed
to show n e Assume the contrary Cfo Then

duly so for all representations V of FS including
V FSn Recall that Xpsnlg Sge If Tesla o

then the coefficient of e in C is zero But from

San Sf le it's easy to see that the coefficientof
e in ex is is This contradiction finishes the

proof s

Se e nite is an idempotent It's calledthe

Young symmetrizer

Preposition FSale Vx

Proof Observe that FSnlex occurs as a subrepresentationin II FSale Salaxb Ca by Next

gob
serve that verb defines a homomorphism



If 5Sula Salty II
whose image is Sn ex Since V is the only irreducible

that occurs both in If If the image ofany nonzero
homomorphism II IT is Vy Proposition fellows 5

Example Two easy examples of Young symmetrizers are

Eyay for X ni 2 Epby for 7 19 M

It


